
 
 

Soccer Rules 
 
Warning:  Your participation in this sport could result in physical injury, which could be serious 
or fatal!!  The University of North Carolina Wilmington assumes no responsibility for injuries 
and related medical expenses received during Intramural Sports activities.  Students, faculty and 
staff are reminded that Intramural participation is completely voluntary.  It is strongly 
recommended that all participants have a physical examination and secure adequate medical 
insurance prior to participation. 
 
All questions about rules/procedures not found in this document should be directed to the 
Competitive Sports staff. Staff may be contacted via email; imsports@uncw.edu, phone; 910-
962-PLAY (7529), or in person in the Student Recreation Center room 162. 
 
 

I. Requirements (Valid UNCW One Card, Athletic Attire 
a. All participants must present a valid UNCW One Card before participating in any 

Intramural game 
b. No steel or metal cleats are allowed to be used on the facilities (IM Fields, 

Gazebo, etc.) 
c. Shin guards strongly encouraged 
d. Jewelry: NO JEWELRY! Earrings, rings, watches, bracelets and necklaces may 

not be worn during intramural competition. There will be no exceptions to this 
rule. Participants will be required to remove anything deemed harmful by the IM 
staff. (This can include rubber bands, neckties, etc.) Any player wearing jewelry 
that cannot be removed quickly must leave the game and cannot return to the 
game until the next dead ball situation after the ball is returned to play.  

II. Players 
A. The game shall be played with seven (7) players on each team. A minimum of six (6) 

players is required to begin and continue play. 
a. CoRec shall be played with seven (7) players on each team.  A minimum of 

six (6) players is required to begin and continue play.  A team is required to 
have three (3) males and three (3) females on the field and the goal keeper can 
be of either gender.  If a team only has six, they must still maintain the three 
(3) male and three (3) female ratio on the field, but one player will be 
designated the goal keeper. 

B. One player must be designated as a goalie. The goalie may be substituted out, but the 
referee must be informed if this occurs. The goalie must wear a jersey that is a different 
color from their teammates and the opposing team. 
C. Unlimited substitutions shall be allowed by either team at the following times: 

1. Between halves 
2. On a goal kick, corner kick, or throw-in 



3. When a goal has been scored 
4. During an injury time-out 
5. Following a caution or ejection. 

III. Playing Field 
The playing field is 100 yards in length and 40 yards in width. The center circle, penalty 
area and goal area have been adjusted accordingly. 

 IV. Playing Time  
The game consists of two 20 minute halves. There will be no time-outs. There is a five 
(5) minute halftime. The clock shall run continuously.  

V. Start of Play  
A. For the kickoff, the ball is placed in a stationary position on the center spot. The 
referee will signal for the kick-off and a player on the team kicking off, shall initiate play.  
B. Every player must remain in their own half of the field until the ball has been kicked. 
Opposing players must be at least 10 yards from the ball until it has been kicked off.  
C. The ball must be moved forward to be in play. A goal may be scored directly from the 
kickoff.  
D. The kicker must not play the ball a second time on the kickoff until it has been played 
or touched by another player.  

VI. Ball In and Out of Play  
A. The ball is out when it has completely crossed the sideline or end line.  
B. If the ball completely crosses a sideline, it is put back into play by a throw-in by a 
member of the team who did not touch the ball last. The thrower must use both hands and 
shall deliver the ball from over their head in one continuous movement, while keeping 
both feet touching the ground outside the sideline. If a throw-in is illegal, the throw-in is 
then taken by the opposing team.  
C. If the ball completely crosses either end line (except when a goal is scored) the ball is 
put back into play by:  

1. A goal kick – when the ball has last been touched by an offensive player.  
2. A corner kick – when the ball has last been played by a defensive player.  

VII. Goal Kick  
The goal kick is taken from any point within the goal area corresponding to the side of 
the field in which the ball passed over the end line. The ball is not in play until it passes 
the limits of the penalty area. All members of the opposing team must remain outside the 
penalty area during a goal kick. A goal may be scored directly from a goal kick.  

VIII. Corner Kicks  
A corner kick is taken from the corner corresponding to the side of the field in which the 
ball passed over the end line. The ball may be placed within or on the lines of the corner 
circle. Members of the opposing team shall not be within 10 yards of the ball until it is 
kicked. The kicker shall not play the ball a second time until it has been touched by 
another player. 

IX. Free Kicks  
A. Indirect free kicks – are awarded for technical offenses. A goal cannot be scored 
directly from an indirect free kick.  

1. The following are indirect kick offenses: kicker playing the ball next following 
a kickoff, free kick, penalty kick, goal kick, corner kick or by the thrower 
following a throw-in; fair charge on an opponent when neither is within playing 



distance of the ball; obstruction; dangerous play; violating goalkeeper restrictions; 
entering or leaving field without permission of an official.  

B. Direct free kicks – are awarded for penal offenses (i.e., when intentional acts are 
committed contrary to the spirit of the game or likely to cause injury to an opponent). A 
goal can be scored directly on this type of free kick.  

1.  The following are direct kick offenses: kicking, striking, tripping, jumping at 
an opponent (includes attempting these acts), hand balls (other than by goalie in 
penalty area), holding, pushing, dangerous charging and slide tackling-defined as 
"a maneuver in which one or both feet slide on the ground in an attempt to tackle 
the ball which is in possession of an opponent." THIS ALSO CARRIES A 
YELLOW CARD (if non-flagrant) or RED CARD (if flagrant). Enforcement of 
this act is by official's discretion.  

C. Players opposing the kicker of a free kick shall be at least 10 yards from the ball until 
it is kicked, unless they are standing on their own goal line between the goal posts. AN 
OFFICIAL SHALL CAUTION A PLAYER WHO FAILS TO MOVE THE REQUIRED 
DISTANCE AWAY FROM THE BALL. The ball shall be considered in play for a free 
kick when it is moved in any direction.  

X. Penalty Kicks  
A.  Penalty kicks are awarded in cases where a violation committed by a defending player 
ordinarily requiring a direct free kick occurs in the penalty area. It shall be taken from the 
penalty spot and all players, except the kicker and the opposing goalie, are outside of the 
penalty area and at least 10 yards from and behind the penalty spot until the ball is 
kicked. The ball must be kicked forward and the kicker may not play the ball a second 
time until it has been touched by another player. A substitute entering the game may not 
take the penalty kick. The goalkeeper may move laterally on the goal line before the ball 
is kicked on a penalty kick but is not permitted to come off the goal line and move 
forward. 

1.  In CoRec, the penalty kick must be taken by a person of the same gender of the 
player who was fouled.  

XI. Goal Keeper  
The goalkeeper shall release the ball into play within four (4) seconds after taking 
possession/control and may not deliberately delay in getting rid of a ball in their 
possession. The goalie may not play the ball with their hands after intentionally carrying 
the ball. They may not be interfered with or impeded in any manner until the ball is 
cleared. Outside the penalty area the goalkeeper will not be afforded any special 
privileges. Goalkeepers may not touch the ball with their hands if it has been received 
directly from a throw-in or deliberately kicked to them by a teammate. PENALTY: 
Indirect Free Kick awarded to opponent at spot of violation unless in goal area. 

XII. Offsides will not be observed in the Intramural Soccer Leagues.  
XIII. Scoring  

A goal is scored when the ball completely passes over the end line, and into the goal. If a 
team leads by four or more goals at or inside the final two minutes of the second half, the 
game shall be over.  

XIV. Tie Game  
The following procedure will be used for games ending in a tie: 
A. A three minute sudden death overtime period will determine the winner 



If the game is still tied at the end of the three minute overtime  
A. A coin toss will take place with the team winning the toss having the choice to kick 
first or last in the series of penalty kicks.  
B. Each team captain will choose five (5) players and arrange them in the order desired.  
C. Each team will be given five (5) penalty kicks, taken by the five (5) players chosen 
and in the order as arranged by the team captain.  
D. Kicks will be alternated between the teams. Player #1 from Team A; Player #1 from 
Team B, Player #2 from Team A; Player #2 from Team B; Players #3, #4, and #5 
respectively.  

1.  In Men’s and Women’s Soccer, if the game is still tied after the five (5) 
shooters, the game will continue with a one (1) player shoot-out until a winner is 
determined.   A team must exhaust all players before reusing a player again to 
shoot. 
2.  In CoRec, if the game is still tied after the five (5) shooters, the game will 
continue with another five (5) player shoot-out.  Any five (5) players can shoot, 
meaning the same five can shoot. 
 a. The shoot-out must alternate gender (male/female or female/male) 

E. Players who will kick must be ready within 30 seconds of the previous shot. From the 
time the referee blows the whistle to indicate the beginning of the kick, the player has 10 
seconds to take a shot-on-goal.  
F. All penalty kicks will be taken from the 12 yard penalty kick line. Both teams will use 
the same goal.  
G. Teams not meeting the time specifications will forfeit that kick on goal:  

1. Kicker not ready – forfeit that kick  
2. Goalie not ready – automatic goal for opposing team.  

H. The goalie may be substituted for, but the referee must be informed.  
I. In the event the score remains tied following the exchange of kicks, the process shall be 
repeated in a sudden victory format using one player from each team.  
J. If the goalie is guilty of an infraction, kickers may take the result of the attempt or 
attempt a re-kick. 

XV. Unsportsmanlike Conduct  
A. Unsportsmanlike conduct is penalized by a free kick. The referee may remove a player 
or spectator from the game and playing field if they deem it necessary. Any deliberate 
foul designed to prevent an obvious goal scoring opportunity will result in a 
disqualification (red card) being given to the offending player.  
B. Any player that has been removed from the game must leave the field area.  
C. If a player is ejected by receiving two cautions (2 yellow cards) or a player is 
disqualified for receiving a red card a substitute shall replace the ejected player.  
D. A cautioned player (yellow card) must leave the field and a substitute may come into 
the game. 


